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Faux Amis: China⁃U.S.
Patent Administrative
Enforcement Comparison
Mark Cohen, David Kappos, Randall Rader 1
This paper is intended to address common misconcep⁃

The most recent public draft of the 4th Amendment to

tions regarding the US patent administrative enforcement

China  s Patent Law seeks to expand administrative enforce⁃

system, particularly in comparison to the administrative en⁃

ment of patent rights by authorizing provincial, prefectural,

forcement reform proposed in China  s draft Amendment to

and certain county ⁃ level patent administration depart⁃

the Patent Law 2.

ments 3. Under the proposed Amendment, Chinese admin⁃
istrative patent enforcement authorities may investigate pat⁃

I. Summary
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stopping an infringer from further infringement, which order

ly relies on civil enforcement of patent rights. There is, how⁃

is enforceable within the jurisdiction of respective patent ad⁃

ever, a rarely used criminal remedy related to false patent

ministrative enforcement agency. This decision is rendered

claims10. The vast majority of patent enforcement in the U.S.

by a local patent enforcement agency in a quasi ⁃ judicial

takes place in the district courts, which are housed in the ju⁃

proceeding. It is appealable to a court under China  s ad⁃

dicial branch of the U.S. government. In contrast, a majority

ministrative procedure laws, including China  s Administra⁃

of Chinese patent rights enforcement is through patent ad⁃

tive Penalty Law . The maximum duration of an administra⁃

ministrative bodies under SIPO  s supervision 11. These ad⁃

tive proceeding is typically limited to one month for passing

ministrative agencies have the authority to impose fines

off, two months for patent infringement disputes involving

against infringers and order an infringer to stop its infringing

design patents, and three months for patent infringement

conduct.

4

disputes involving invention and utility model patents 5. The

In this context, Chinese government officials and aca⁃

recent case involving Apple  s iPhone at the Beijing IP Office

demics have asserted that“ developed countries such as

is an example of this type of enforcement and its potential

the U.S. have established administrative IPR infringement

for business disruption .

relief, the trend is to strengthen such administrative protec⁃

6

One justification given for this expansion in authority is

tions…especially patent administrative law enforcement,

that the administrative enforcement of patents in the United

plays an increasingly greater role to supplement the judicial

States is said to be on the increase, but this is untrue. In the

protection of intellectual property ”12 , and“ U.S.‘ 337 ’inves⁃

United States, the only administrative remedy available for

tigation is a frequently used administrative enforcement tool

patent infringement is through initiation of a patent infringe⁃

in the United States. ”13

ment action at the U.S. International Trade Commission

There is, in fact, no factual support for the contention

“
( USITC ”) in one city ⁃ Washington, DC ⁃ under Section 337

that US Section 337 enforcement is playing“ an increasingly

of the Tariff Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. §1337. The USITC may

greater role ”or that it is a“ frequently used administrative

thereafter issue exclusion orders against infringing prod⁃

enforcement tool. ” On the contrary, US Section 337 ac⁃

ucts enforceable nationwide by U.S. Customs and Border

tions have hovered around 40 cases a year since 2011  s

Protection at U.S. ports, as well as cease and desist orders

peak of 69 cases, which was largely driven by the particular⁃

directing the violating parties to cease certain actions. This

ly bruising patent battle between smartphone technologies

is a trade related remedy only. Generally speaking, there is

that hit the ITC in 2010 and 2011. In 2015, USITC instituted

no fine issued for prior infringements, an exclusion order will

just 36 cases; industry watchers expect the volume of cas⁃

only apply goods to be imported, and a cease and desist or⁃

es in 2016 to return to the 40 cases per year level 14. The

ders apply to already imported goods warehoused in the

number of patent related Section 337 cases is lower still be⁃

United States 7. The Section 337 administrative decision is

cause cases other than patent law are also often heard at

rendered in a quasi⁃judicial setting by an administrative law

the USITC.

judge. Issues involving infringement may be reconsidered

By contrast, China  s administrative patent enforcement

de novo by a district court. The initial determination of in⁃

cases have grown from a recent low of 1,541 cases in 2009

fringement closely follows U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Proce⁃

to 35,844 cases in 2015 15, a twenty⁃three fold increase with⁃

dure “
( FRCP ”) used by the courts, and the target date for fi⁃

in a 6 year span. The data further shows that Chinas admin⁃

nal adjudication is about 15 months .

istrative system is now larger than the Chinese civil docket,

8

The authors believe that the US Section 337 remedy is

the U.S. civil docket, and the U.S. administrative (USITC)

not comparable, either quantitatively or qualitatively, with

docket combined. The trend is that the disparity is increas⁃

Chinese administrative enforcement.

ing.
China  s 35,844 administrative patent enforcement ac⁃

II. Trends⁃U.S. vs. China
administrative enforcement of patents

tions in 2015 are about a thousand times more than the 36
cases instituted at the USITC during the same year. The
difference can also be compared using the number of pat⁃
ents in force: the US had 2.53 million patents in force in

A patent right is a private right . As such, the U.S. main⁃
9

2014 compared to 1.2 million patents in force in China16.
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Taking into account the number of patents in force, China

putes are addressed in the USITC, the resolution of those

brought approximately 2100 times more administrative cas⁃

disputes is completely and strictly independent of the pat⁃

es per patent in force than the United States.

ent rights granting agency.

The chart below shows the rapid increase of patent ad⁃

Neither the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office “
( USP⁃

ministrative actions in China, particularly since the introduc⁃

TO ”) nor any of its satellite offices is in any way involved

tion of the first draft of the 4th amendment to China  s patent

with the filing of a complaint by an IP rights owner alleging

law that includes expanded enforcement authority for SIPO,

violations by one or more respondent. After a complaint is

and the increased disparity to US patent administrative ac⁃

filed, the USITC  s Office of Unfair Import Investigation

tions .

“
( OUII ”) ⁃ an independent third ⁃ party charged with repre⁃

17

senting the public interest in Section 337 investigations ⁃re⁃

        

views the complaint and recommends to the Commission
whether to institute an investigation under Section 337. Not
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III. Agency roles, independence,
and expertise

TIC itself is an independent, quasi⁃judicial agency in the US
government originally established by the Revenue Act of
1916 (39 Stat. 795). USITC  s independence is enhanced
with its 6 commissioners composed of 3 commissioners
from each major party to ensure political independence,
and it does not have voting rights in interagency commit⁃
tees that make trade policy 19.
In contrast, the proposed 4th Amendment to China  s
Patent Law gives authority to the State Intellectual Property
Office “
( SIPO ”), and agencies vertically reporting to it, to en⁃
force patents on its own instance, investigate and produce
evidence against alleged infringers, and adjudicate infringe⁃

Trends in rights ⁃ holder ⁃ initiated patent enforcement

ment. SIPO also has direct and leading IP policy making au⁃

can often be attributed to specific market competition re⁃

thority, including formulating China  s national IP strategy.

quirements . At the end of the 20th century, China  s newly

Because of the vertical relationship of local patent offices

formed IP protection regime benefited from administrative

with SIPO, including various cooperative agreements sup⁃

enforcement as China increased the capacity and expertise

porting patent filing, provision of patent early warning sys⁃

of its court system and rights holders increased awareness

tems, setting of patent ⁃ related metrics, patent subsidies

of the importance of IPR protection. Today, China is the

etc., there is an inherent and severe vertical conflict of inter⁃

most litigious society in the world with 109386 newly filed

est in such agencies making patent infringement determina⁃

civil IP cases in 2015, including 11607 patent cases. As

tions. In addition, local government can often exert horizon⁃

China  s economic environment matures, structural, proce⁃

tal pressure and influence on local patent offices to protect

dural, and accountability differences between China and U.

local interests. Such a system calls into question the inde⁃

S. patent administrative enforcement suggests a need for

pendence and fairness of enforcement processes and

China to shift focus of patent rights enforcement away from

could also call into question examination procedures. This

administrative enforcement in order to better encourage

conflict of interest would be unprecedented on a global

market ⁃ based growth and development. For the United

scale, but worse still if there is any linkage between patent

States, the need for market based mechanisms to protect in⁃

prosecution and patent enforcement, particularly when cas⁃

tellectual property rights has mandated that patent disputes

es are initiated ex ⁃ officio by the patent administrative en⁃

are primarily resolved by an independent judiciary as a civil

forcement agency itself. And any outside observer would

remedy. Resolution at the USITC is the exception to the

presume there is such a linkage given the obvious implica⁃

rule, available only if exclusion of goods from the ports is

tions of patent enforcement on patent grant, and vice versa.

18

sought. In all events in the U.S., even where patent dis⁃

One indication of SIPO  s patent administrative enforce⁃
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ment  s responsiveness to political influence, rather than in⁃

Under SIPO  s proposed Patent Administrative Enforce⁃

dependent enforcement of laws, is shown in the increased

ment Rules (2015)

enforcement at year end. The graph below compares China

Guidelines (2016) , the service of process, evidentiary gath⁃

 s patent filings to SIPO  s self ⁃ initiated patent passing ⁃ off

ering process, and time periods are all significantly different

cases. The data shows consistent increases in patent fil⁃

than China  s Civil Procedure Law followed by the courts. In

ings beginning in September through end of the year, likely

particular, the rules place evidentiary investigation duties

due to the effect of annual patent filing quotas and corre⁃

not on the litigants, but on the patent enforcement agencies

sponding subsidies which must be expended by year⁃end.

themselves22. SIPO and local patent agencies also have

SIPO  s self⁃initiated patent passing⁃off cases shows similar

significantly shorter time to complete administrative investi⁃

artificially induced year end growth trends (see as below).

gations and determinations compared to China  s civil litiga⁃

20

and Patent Administrative Enforcement

21

In contrast with SIPO  s administrative enforcement, U.

tion system and U.S. Administrative litigation ⁃ 1 ⁃ 3 months

S. Section 337 investigations are conducted in accordance

from institution to completion depending on the type of ac⁃

with procedural rules that are similar to the FRCP. These

tion and patent involved

procedural rules, found in 19 C.F.R. §210, are typically sup⁃

civil litigation system

plemented by a set of Ground Rules issued by each ALJ.

USITC25. While China  s administrative enforcement mecha⁃

The procedural rules and Ground Rules provide clear and

nism can render administrative orders remedies that are

transparent instructions regarding such matters as the tak⁃

similar to civil court injunctions, the administrative agency  s

ing of discovery and the handling of motions. US Section

scope of jurisdiction is defined by the governmental unit is⁃

337 actions are also limited to in rem jurisdiction, where the

suing the order; i.e., a provincial IP office only has geo⁃

court can issue an order affecting only the importation of

graphical authority over the province where it sits. Chinese

products, not parties. “ In rem ”is Latin for“ power against

courts, instead, have national jurisdiction. Moreover, the en⁃

the thing ”. The remedies afforded by the Commissioner un⁃

forcement mechanisms differ substantively from China s civ⁃

der Section 337 in rem jurisdiction are limited to the exer⁃

il enforcement mechanism, and are quite different from ad⁃

cise of power over things rather than individuals. In the

ministrative enforcement mechanisms of the type envis⁃

case of Section 337 cases, the relevant“ things ”are import⁃

aged by the TRIPS Agreement which are based on civil pro⁃

ed products. The preliminary and final decisions for all insti⁃

cedures, not administrative or quasi⁃penal rules under Chi⁃

tuted cases are also published.

nas Administrative Penalty Law. 26
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While the expanded new powers proposed for SIPO

Arguments can be made that less complex patents,

are in no way analogous to the authority of the USITC, there

such as design patents, might be a more proper subject of

actually is an analogy to USITC in China ⁃ the General Ad⁃

patent administrative enforcement than complex invention

ministration of Customs “
( GAC ”). Similar to USITC  s patent

patents. These arguments also look to the extensive admin⁃

administrative enforcement, China  s GAC is also limited to

istrative enforcement activities undertaken by other Chinese

exercising in rem jurisdiction over the importation of prod⁃

government agencies, such as the State Administration for

ucts, not parties. China  s GAC also does not self ⁃ adjudi⁃

Industry and Commerce “
( SAIC ”) for trademarks and the

cate infringement cases, and instead defers to courts for in⁃

National Copyright Administration “
( NCA ”) for copyrighted

fringement determinations, which follow China  s Civil Proce⁃

works, which both grant or regulate rights and enforce them

dure Law 27. Like USITC, China s GAC is a nationally funded

through the administrative process. Similarly, administra⁃

entity less accountable to local protectionism (avoiding hori⁃

tive enforcement of design patents may also be more feasi⁃

zontal conflict) and not having authority to grant or promote

ble in the on ⁃ line environment, where a visual inspection

patents (avoiding vertical conflict).

may be sufficient to confirm a likelihood that infringement

We also observe the U.S. and China do share the com⁃

exists by reason of the online sale of a product. There still

monality of adjudication of patent validity through adminis⁃

remain several concerns with such an approach. First,

trative proceedings. The America Invents Act “
( AIA ”) of

such extensive ex officio administrative enforcement re⁃

2012 created a Patent Trial and Appeal Board “
( PTAB ”) at

mains fundamentally at odds with the notion that IP is a pri⁃

the USPTO that conducts Inter Parte Reviews “
( IPR ”). Simi⁃

vate right and arguably, as Madame Tao Kaiyuan, Vice

lar to SIPO  s Post Grant Invalidation Proceeding, IPR in⁃

President of the Supreme People  s Court, has suggested,

volves only a reexamination of patents to ensure issuance of

administrative IP enforcement is a transitional remedy that

quality patents. However, the newly created PTAB merely

has come into increasing conflict with judicial IP protection

serves as a check on USPTO  s examination practices and

as China becomes more market⁃oriented 31. Second, admin⁃

has no authority or jurisdiction to consider infringement or to

istrative enforcement of design patents is particularly com⁃

enforce a patent. Thus, the nature of PTAB  s IPR proceed⁃

promised by the lack of substantive examination in granting

ing is different from SIPO  s proposed expansion of adminis⁃

the right. In the case of design patents, an evaluation re⁃

trative enforcement authority.

port may be obtained with the assertion of rights. However,

Finally, the USITC relies heavily on expert administra⁃

such an assertion will necessarily place the examination of⁃

tive law judges to make complex findings of law and fact.

fice in a conflict of interest with the office seeking to enforce

Each of the six USITC ALJs holds an active law practice li⁃

the patent, to which it vertically reports. Third, local patent

cense and 10⁃20 years of legal experience in relevant tech⁃

offices may have granted subsidies or other benefits for

nical fields.28 USITC ALJs also retain independence from

granting of the design patent

agency disciplinary actions without good cause and follow

their independence. As we note later, the courts remain

the Model Code of Judicial Conduct for Federal Administra⁃

best disposed as an independent body capable of provid⁃

tive Law Judges . In contrast, China currently has around

ing oversight over the patent office, in determining the in⁃

300 provincial and prefecture ⁃ level cities with patent en⁃

fringement and validity of design patents.

29

30

32

, which further comprises

forcement authorities, not including the counties authorized

Our concerns about SIPO  s current patent administra⁃

by Law and Administrative Regulations contemplated by

tive enforcement practices and proposed expansion are al⁃

the proposed Amendment. It is unclear what expertise is re⁃

so shared by many prominent Chinese 33 .

quired to become an administrative patent infringement ad⁃
judicator, or the ethical requirements imposed in China. It
would also be challenging to identify and recruit such a

IV. Conclusion

large number of experienced technically and legally trained

Faux amis, or false friends, is a linguistic term referring

experts to make often complex comparisons between a de⁃

to words in a foreign language bearing resemblance to

fendant  s alleged infringing product or process and the as⁃

words in one  s own language, but having different meaning.

serted patent claims to determine whether infringement has

For example, the English word Gung ⁃ ho, derived from the

occurred.

Chinese word Gong⁃He ( 共 和 ), means enthusiastic or over⁃

38
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zealous in English, but the word means harmony or republic

sues. We look forward to working with China as its IP pro⁃

in Chinese. While both the U.S. and China have“ administra⁃

tection system develops. ■

tive enforcement ”of patent rights, the US Section 337 reme⁃
dy is quantitatively different in scope, and qualitatively differ⁃
ent in procedure and structure from Chinese patent adminis⁃
trative enforcement. In this sense the term“ administrative
enforcement ” is a false friend in comparing two different
patent enforcement mechanisms.
We observe, as well, that China has already provided a
solution to the problem of patent litigation being“ too costly,
too time consuming and uncertain ”without expanding ad⁃
ministrative enforcement. China  s courts, especially the
newly established IP courts, are best suited to resolve tech⁃
nologically complex patent issues. These courts function in⁃
dependently of China  s patent offices. Moreover, judges
are technically skilled and familiar with civil law and private
rights. They also employ technical assessors to assist in
complex technology matters. In fact, the closer comparison
to be made to a US patent enforcement mechanism is be⁃
tween China  s specialized IP courts and the Court of Ap⁃
peals for the Federal Circuit, which is specialized with well⁃
trained judges, engages technical law clerks to assist adju⁃
dication, develops important jurisprudence in patent mat⁃
ters, and enjoys a jurisdictional reach beyond the city in
which it is located.
We were pleased to see Madame Tao  s recently pub⁃
lished article on“ Giving Full Play to the Leading Role of Ju⁃
dicial Protection of IP Rights ”in the influential bimonthly Qi⁃
ushi Journal34. Madame Tao highlighted certain key bene⁃
fits of judicial protection versus administrative protection, in⁃
cluding judicial enforcement  s role to guide administrative
enforcement in investigation, review of evidence, and deter⁃
mination of infringement. In her view, judicial enforcement
has clear rules, is transparent, and can provide guidance
for businesses by establishing clear standards for similar
disputes. Moreover, civil enforcement comports with no⁃
tions of private ownership, and the development of markets
and creation of a fair competitive environment in China. Ma⁃
dame Tao also calls for specific policy initiatives, including
greater civil damages to deter infringement, promotion of
specialized national IP courts, and the unification of techni⁃
cal appellate cases. We agree with this approach. In fact,
we are pleased that China is promoting and improving the
civil judicial enforcement system by providing more resourc⁃
es, enhancing the independence of the judiciary, and pro⁃
viding specialized training for judges on technical patent is⁃
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